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Abstract 
The study reportcd here investigated thc authenticity of the Task 2 compon
ent ofthc IELTS Writing test (Academic Module) by examining the extent to 
which this component of the test corresponds to the writing requirements of 
university study. This was researched in two ways: through a survey of 
writing tasks sct in thc two domains, and through interviews with academic 
staff. In the task survey, a total of 155 assignment tasks from a range of 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses were compared with a corpus 01'20 
IELTS Task 2 items according to four dimensions of difference: genre; infor
mation source: rhetorical function: object of enquiry. While the IELTS tasks 
were found to bear some resemblance to the predominant genre of university 
study - the essay. a number of important differences were observed: 

I.	 The use of prior knowledge as the basis for writing in the IELTS tasks. 
compared with the prescription of a variety of research processes in the 
university assignments. 

2.	 A restricted range of rhetorical functions in the IELTS items (with a 
focus on hortation), compared with a diversity of functions in the 
university tasks. 

3.	 An emphasis on 'real-world' entities (situations, actions. practices) in 
the objects of enquiry of IELTS items compared with a greater focus on 
abstract entities (theories, ideas. methods) in the university tasks. 

The staff survey - a supplement to the task analysis - consisted of inter
views with twelve lecturers of first year undergraduate subjects. OveralL lec
turers were positive about the nature of the IELTS Task 2 format and also 
the type of language instruction they imagined students would receive in 
preparing for it. Most however, identified some substantive differences in 
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writing requirements in the two domains which in gcneral terms. were of a 
similar order to those found in the task analysis. including IELTS' emphasis 
on opinionative styles of writing as opposed to the carcful usc and evaluation 
of sources required in many university tasks. 

In the final section of the report. recommendations are made for 
modifications to the format of Task 2 items. If implemented. these changes 
would bring this component of the test more into line with the requirements 
of university writing and in so doing improve the test's washback effect on 
pre-tertiary English programmes. 

1 Introduction 
A central issue in validating direct assessments of writing is thc authenticity 
of test tasks. Authentic test tasks are those which correspond closely to tasks 
which a language user is likely to encounter in the target situation (Bachman 
and Palmer 1996). A second. related issue concerned with validity is that of a 
test's impact. When a test influences programmes of instruction. this impact 
is referred to as washback. Wash back is said to have a harmful or negative 
effect on classroom practice if the teaching concentrates solely on preparing 
students to pass a test rather than for the broader demands of real-world or 
target language use tasks. The wash back effect is seen as particularly relevant 
in the case oflarge-scale public tests which have become the focus of teaching 
programmes (McNamara 1996:23). In such circumstances. when tests are 
used for making important decisions about large numbcrs or people. the 
potential for impact on instruction or wash back is high and therefore the 
authenticity of test tasks is of utmost importance (Bachman and Palmer 
1996:262). 

The IELTS is an example of a large-scale public test. one which is used for 
university entrance selection. The expanded use of the IELTS test in recent 
years has been the result of an increase in the numbers of international stu
dents intending to study at English-speaking universities. along with an 
increase in the number of universities requiring IELTS band scores as a pre
requisite. A consequence of this situation is that many English language 
centres now include TELTS preparation within their EAP programmes. In a 
recent Australian survey of teachers' attitudes to IELTS (Deakin 1997). it 
was found that despite an overall positive response to the test, almost half of 
those surveyed believed that IELTS had a less than efficacious washback 
effect on EAP teaching and university preparation. The increasing influence 
of IELTS and the apparent concerns about its washback etrect on EAP pro
grammes highlights the need for the test to be as authentic as possible. 

The current study takes up the issue of authenticity of test tasks on the 
TELTS Academic Writing Module. Specifically, its purpose was to investi
gate the degree of correspondence between tasks in the IELTS Writing test 
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and target language use tasks, i.e. those that students are required to under
take in university study. 

The IELTS test (Academic Module) is made up of four components: 
Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking. The Writing component is a 
direct test of writing, requiring candidates to produce two samples of writing 
in the 60 minutes allocated. In Task I, candidates write a short description of 
information prescnted in the form of a diagram, table, etc. Task 2 requires 
candidates to write a composition, usually an essay, in response to a proposi
tion or question. In both tasks. candidates are assessed on their ability to 
write with 'appropriate register, rhetorical organisation, style and content" 
(UCLES 1996). 

In the present study. it was considered too large an undertaking to investi
gate the authenticity of both tasks in the Writing test. A decision was made to 
focus only on Task 2; this was partly because this component carries a 
heavier weighting on the test and also because anecdotal evidence suggests 
that this task is given greater attention in test preparation classes. 

2 Previous studies of university writing 
requirements 
The study of writing requirements in different domains has been an active 
strand of applied language research over the last three decades - motivated 
largely by the imperatives of needs analysis and the development ofcommu
nicative pedagogics (M unby 1978). In the domain of higher education, a 
number oflarge-scale surveys have been conducted in recent times to develop 
a picture of the type of writing required by students on university courses. 
While most of these studies have been undertaken for the purpose of EAP 
syllabus design (e.g. Braine 1995, Canesco and Byrd 1989, Carson et al 1992, 
Horowitz 1986, Johns 1981), others have been designed specifically for test 
validation purposes (e.g. Bridgeman and Carlson 1983, Hale et aI1996). Two 
studies which reHect theoretical approaches to academic writing are Bereiter 
and Scardamalia (1987) and Grabe and Kaplan (1996). 

The methods and data used in these writing surveys have been of two 
types: there are those studies which have drawn on academic staff (or stu
dents) as the main source of data and those which have focused on the actual 
writing tasks set by these academics. The first type has involved surveying 
academic staff to obtain their impressions of writing requirements and prac
tices in their faculties (Bridgeman and Carlson 1983, Johns 1981, Ostler 
1980). These studies have used interview or questionnaire methods and 
usually included in their design some rank ordering of academic skills or 
tasks with respect to their frequency and importance. Academic stafr, who 
are the ones who actually 'create' the writing requirements of university 
study, are obviously an important source of information in writing research. 
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These survey studies however, have not been without their critics. Horowitz 
draws attention to one problem (also identified by Johns (1981) in her own 
survey study): the difficulty of knowing whether survey data reflects 'what 
academics do, what they think they do, or what they want the researcher to 
think they do '(Horowitz 1986:448). Another problem concerns the metalan
guage that is used unavoidably in this type of research. Many of the terms 
needed by researchers to characterise aspects of academic tasks (e.g. genre, 
rhetorical function and the like) may not be readily comprehensible to survey 
respondents and can be a source of confusion. 

These shortcomings of the academic staff survey have been the spur for the 
other type of study mentioned surveys of academic tasks with those by Hale 
et al (1996) and Horowitz (1986), the most substantia1to date. A key element 
of this type of research has been the development of classifica tion systems used 
for the analysis of task corpora (Hamp-Lyons 1986). For example, Horowitz's 
(1986) study, which analysed a total of 54 writing tasks from one US univer
sity, employed a classification system based mainly on the type of information 
sources to be used in the preparation of the task. Horowitz identified seven cat
egories: I) summary/reaction to reading: 2) annotated bibliography: 3) report 
on a specific participatory experience: 4) connection of theory and data: 5) case 
study: 6) synthesis of multiple sources and 7) research project. The main 
finding from this work was that almost all tasks collected involved research 
processes of some kind, requiring students to collect and reorganise some 
specified source material. Very few tasks, by contrast. required students to 
draw exclusively on personal experience. 

Hale et al (1996) was a considerably larger study, involving the collection 
and analysis of tasks from 162 undergraduate and postgraduate courses at 
eight US universities. As mentioned, this study was conducted for test valid
ation purposes, specifically for the development of future versions of the 
TOEFL test. The classification system used was considerably more elabor
ate than that used in Horowitz (1986) involving six broad 'dimensions 
of difference': locus of tusk (i.e. in class: out of class): preserihed length of 
product: genre; cognitive demands; rhetorical task; pattern of exposition. 
Under each of these dimensions was a set of subcategories. For example, 
included under cOf.{nitive demands were the following: retrieve/organise and 
apply/analyse/synthesise. While this study is impressive in scope, its findings 
are a little inconclusive. This is due in part to the complexity of the 
classification scheme used, as well as the difficulty of achieving interjudge 
agreement across the six researchers on the project. 

The rationale for the 'task survey' study is that the tasks themselves, rather 
than the lecturers who set them, are able to reveal more directly what students 
are required to do in their university writing. We are also of this view, but note 
that this approach is not without its own shortcomings. The researcher in this 
type of study must engage in a good deal of interpretation. This interpretation 
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enters not only into the process of analysing tasks according to the classifi
cation system used, but also into the development of this system in the first 
place. Despite the claim that these classification systems are data-driven 
(Horowitz 1986), it needs to be acknowledged that the system decided upon 
will invariably reflect the researcher's notions of what is salient in a task, 
which mayor may not be identical with those of the task's designer. Clearly, 
there is a place for both the task-based and the staff-based approach. 

The present study is, in essence, a task survey study and borrows to some 
extent from the work of Hale et al (1996) and Horowitz (1986), especially for 
the devclopment of the classification system used. However, it does not rely 
exclusively on writing tasks as data. In the second part of the study, a small 
scale survey of academic staff was conducted as a means of supplementing 
the tindings from the task analysis. Our study also differs from these previous 
works in several other ways. First it is a comparative study, with compar
isons drawn between writing requirements in two distinct domains: univer
sity courses and on the IELTS Writing test. Second, it is more linguistically 
based than these previous studies, drawing to a greater extent on the methods 
of discourse analysis. Finally, to our knowledge, it is the first wide-scale 
survey of this kind which uses Australian data. 

3 Method 
This section describes the two stages of the study: the task survey and the 
interviews with academic stafr. 

3.1 Task survey 

For the task survey section of the study, assignment handouts were collected 
from a range of courses taught at two Australian universities, Monash 
University and the University of Melbourne. Assignments were obtained 
from first year undergraduate, and postgraduate subjects (excluding degrees 
by research only). For the study, it was important that the sample of tasks 
represented the types of writing international students can expect to 
encounter in tertiary study. There was therefore, some targeting of subject 
areas with high enrolments of international students, including economics, 
computing and management. 

Letters were sent to academic staff from selected disciplines requesting 
two writing tasks from a subject they teach. Of the 98 academic staff con
tacted, 79 provided tasks, yielding an overall response rate 01'81'1" across the 
two universities. This rate compares very favourably with those obtained in 
previous task surveys (Hale et a11996; Horowitz 1986). The sample consisted 
of ISS tasks; 125 from undergraduate and 30 from postgraduate courses. 
Table 6.1 shows the distribution of the sample according to discipline areas. 
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Table 6.1 Number of tasks collected (by discipline) 

Discipline areas 

Accounting 
Agriculture 
Anthropology 
Architecture 
Biology 
Business development 
Chcmistry 
Communication 
Computing 
Economics 
Education 
Engineering 
English literature 
Geography 
History 
Law* 
Linguistics** 
Management 
Marketing 
Medicinc 
Philosophy*** 
Physics 
Politics 
Psychology 
Social work 
Sociology 
Tourism 
Visual Arts 

Total 

Total 

5 
3 
2 
4 
5 
4 
2 
2 

12 
II 
7 
7 
I 
I 
6 

16 
R 

IR 
3 
R 
7 
2 

10 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 

155 

Undergraduate Postgraduate 

3 
3 
2 
4 
5 
4 
2 
2 

II 
II 
7 
3 
I 
I 
6 

15 
5 

II 

3 
7 
2 

10 
I 
I 
3 

2 

125 

2 

4 

I 
3 
7 
3 
5 

30 

* Illcludes a range o(suhiecls ol!i'r",1 ill Ihe i'ilcu/lie.1 olIlIu- (Torl.l. I.egal Proce.I.I. 
Jurl.lprudence) lind Business! Business LlIlI·). 

** Includes JlIplInese Linguislics.
 

*** Illcludes Hislofr alld Philosophr o(Sciellce. Hio('/hics.
 

For the comparison with I ELTS, a total of 20 Task 2 items was used. The 
IELTS corpus consisted of two items from IELTS Specimen Materials 
(1995) as well as a sample takcn from rcccnt commcrcially produccd matcri
als (see Appendix 6.1 for details of the IELTS corpus). The use of the speci
men tasks and the commercial tasks was required because "live' and "retired' 
Task 2 items wcre unavailable to the researchers. It was assumed that the 
items from these sources would reflect the nature of those used in the omcial 
versions of the test. 

Tasks from the two domains were analysed and compared using a 
classification scheme developed for the study. The formulation of a scheme 
which would enable useful comparisons of the two sets of data represented a 
major challenge in the project. The one eventually settled on was derived from 
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several sources, including previous survey studies of academic writing (dis
cussed above), taxonomic frameworks from the field of discourse analysis, 
and a preliminary survey of our own data. Details of the classification scheme 
as well as the process by which it was formulated are provided in Section 3.3. 

3.2 Staff survey 

In stage two of the study, interviews were conducted with 12 of the academic 
stalfwho had provided tasks in stage one. The aims of these interviews were: 

•	 to provide an alternative perspective on the task analysis 

•	 to obtain feedback on the suitability of the IELTS Writing test in 
relation to the writing demands of various subjects 

•	 in a more general way to gain further information about the nature of 
university writing tasks. 

Interviews were conducted with first year teaching staff from the following 
discipline areas: chemistry, computing, economics, engineering, geography, 
law, linguistics, management, politics, and communications. Prior to the 
interviews. a schedule of questions including two sample IELTS tasks was 
sent to each interviewee (see Appendix 6.2 for interview schedule). The inter
views were approximately 20 minutes in length and were tape recorded. 

The interview was divided into two sections. In the first part. staff were 
asked to elaborate on the task(s) they provided for stage one of the study 
including: 

•	 characteristics distinguishing the assignment from other academic genres 

•	 sources of information students were expected to consult 

• criteria used in assessing students' work. 

The questions in the second section were designed to probe staff perceptions 
of Task 2 items and their suitability with respect to the writing demands of 
their subject. Interviewees were asked to comment on the degree of corre
spondence between characteristics of tasks in the two domains. 

3.3 The classification scheme 

The methods used in stage one of the study to analyse and compare assess
ment tasks were based to an extent on the methods used in the field of dis
course analysis to analyse whole written texts. While there are obvious 
differences between these two types of written data, we believe there are rea
sonable grounds for analysing them in similar ways. First, the rubrics of 
assessment tasks do constitute texts in themselves, even though by their 
nature they are much shorter than whole texts. The second reason relates to 
the special communicative function of assessment tasks, which is to prescribe 
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the composition of another text, i.e. an essay, report. etc. From the nature of 
the task in question, it is possible, to varying degrees, to make informed pre
dictions about the type of text that will be produced ill response to it. It needs 
to be acknowledged however, that this predicting involves an act of interpre
tation on the part of the analyst, a point that will be taken up in more detail 
later in the discussion oCthe results of the study. 

The field of discourse analysis offers many different frameworks and tax
onomies for analysing written texts including, for example, Systemic 
Functional Linguistics (Halliday 1985), Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann 
and Thompson 1989), Genre Analysis (Swales 1990). In our study, we did 
not seek to employ any single taxonomic framework, believing that a syn
cretic approach would be more useful to deal with the specialist data used. 
Furthermore, it was thought sensible not to begin with any a priori set of the
oretical categories, but to draw initially on the data to establish broad 
'dimensions of difference' (Hale et al 1996) and then to refer to relevant the
oretical frameworks later to refine the classification scheme. 

The classification scheme was developed in the first place through analysis 
of a selection of university assignment tasks and IELTS Task 2 items. From 
this process, the following broad categories were generated: 

A Genre 

B Information source 

C Rhetorical function 

o Object of enquiry 

Figure 6.1 shows an example of an IELTS Task 2 item and indicates, in a pre
liminary way, how each of these categories was derived from the task rubric. c 

Figure 6.1 Sample IELTS Task 2 

TASK 2 

A Genre 

You should spend anollt 40 Ininutcs on this task· 

Present a wriucn argument or case 0 an educilted non-specialist 
audience on teo oWlIlg tOpIC. 

C Rhetorical 
function 

" is inevitable that as technolo 'devdo s so traditional 
cultures must be lost. Technology and tradition are nincompatible 3you cannot have both together. 

To what extent do )'OU agree or disa~ree with this statcmcnf! 

You should wflte a\ least 250 wmJs. 

D Objects of 
enquiry 

B Information 
source 

Source: 1ELTS Handbook 1996. 
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In thc section that follows, explanations arc provided for each of the cate
gories A, B, C 0 as well as the subcategories included under each. An outline 
or the overall classification scheme is given in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 The classification scheme 

A	 Genre IGI 
By what name is the task described') (Select one ca1<:gory) 

I.	 Case Study Report
 
Essay
, Exercise 

4.	 Experimental Report 
5.	 Literature Review 
6.	 Research Report (othcr) 
7.	 Rcsearch Proposal 
R.	 Revicw 
9.	 Shor! Answer 

10.	 Summary 
II. Written argumcnt or casc
 
I:. Other
 

B	 Information source III 
On what information source(s) is the writtcn product to be based') 
(Se"':t one category) 

I.	 Prior knowledgc
 
Primary sources
 
:.1 providcd in task
 
:.2 collectcd by student
 

3.	 Sccondary sourccs 
4.	 Primary/sccondary source* 
5.	 No specilication of sourcc 

*Categories 2.1 and 2.: were also a pplied to the primary source 
component or these tasks 

C.	 Rhetorical function IRI 
What is the task (or component of the task) instructing students to do? 
(Select one or morc categories) 

I. Epistemie [R-E] 
1.1	 ('omparison 
1.2 oesLTiption
 
J ..' Explanation
 
1.4	 Evaluation 
1.5	 Prediction 
1.6	 Summarisation 

1 Deontic [R-o] 
2.1	 Hortation 
2.2	 Instruction 
2.3	 Recommendation 

D.	 Object of enquiry 101 
With which type of phenomenon is the task mainly concerned? 
(Select one category) 

I. Phcnomenal
 
1 Metaphenomenal
 

[G-CaseR] 
[G-Ess] 
[G-Ex] 
[G-ExR] 
[G-LitR] 
[G-ResR] 
[G-ResP] 
[G-Rev] 
[G-SAns] 
[G-Sum] 
[G-Arg] 
[G-Oth] 

[I-pk] 
[I-ps] 
[I-ps-p] 
[I-ps-c] 
[I-s] 
[I-p/s] 
[I-n] 

[R-E-co] 
[R-E-d] 
[R-E-ex] 
[R-E-ev] 
[R-E-p] 
[R-E-s] 

[R-D-h] 
[R-o-i] 
[R-D-r] 

lOOp] 
lOom] 
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3.3.1 Genre 

Genre, the first category used in the classification scheme, has become a 
difficult concept in discourse analysis, with a variety of definitions being 
offered for the term (e.g. Swales 1990; Martin 1989), as well as disagreement 
about how this concept might relate to associated concepts, such as 'text
type' and 'speech event' (Levinson 1979; Paltridge 1996). Another source of 
complexity is the variety of genre taxonomies that have been generated by 
analysts. For example, Martin's (1984) categories of report; recount; expla
nation, etc. bear no obvious correspondence to the categories used by other 
genre theorists such as Swales (1990), e.g. research article; reprint request, 
etc. In the present study, we sought to avoid these theoretical difficulties. As 
the first category in the analysis, the concept of genre was used in an unprob
lematical, self-referential way that is, the genre of a task was taken to be the 
name given to the required written product as autlined in the task rubric, i.e. 
whether students were asked to write an essay, a literature review, etc. In ref
erence to the variable taxonomies above, it should be noted that such a 
methodology generates a set of categories related more closely to those af 
Swales (1990) than to Martin's (1984). The category Wri((en argulllent or 
case was a genre designation peculiar to the IELTS data. Its relationship ta 
the university genres is discussed later in section 4.1.1. The categary Dtlier 

refers to genres that appeared only once in the data. These included the fal
lowing: annotated re/('/"e/1ce. cOIl/puter pmgralll. educatioll progra/1/ proposal. 
homepuge. letter. project hrie/: reSUllle. Our survey of the collected tasks gen
erated the following genre categories: e,I'sal'; re1'ielt'; literature re1'ie1l'; nperi
mental report; case study report; research report (other); research proposal; 
summary; exercise: short a/1.I'lt'er; Il'ritte/1 argu/1/e/1tlcase; other. 

The analysis of the data according ta ge/1re was mainly an empirical proce
dure, but not in all instances. In a number of tasks, no genre term was specified 
in the task rubric. In these cases, a category was assigned, if there was other 
contextual information that enabled a plausible judgement ta be made about 
the genre-type. For example, if a task instructed students to write up the results 
of a laboratory experiment, this task was assigned to the category I'\pel'illlelltal 
report. To assist in the process of allocating unspecified tasks, the following 
rough definitions of genre categories were drawn up. These were based on 
information provided in those tasks that were genre-explicit: 

Essay A task with a variety of features and specifkations. In 
its prototypical form, an essay is a task requiring the 
presentation of an argument in response to a given 
proposition or question. 

Review A task requiring the summarisation and appraisal of 
a single text (including non-verbal texts, e.g. film, 
painting). 
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Literature review	 A task requiring the identification, summarisation 
and appraisal ofa range of texts relevant to a specific 
field of knowledge. 

Experimental report	 A task requiring the description and analysis of 
data obtained from an empirical research procedure. 

Case study report	 A task involving identification and discussion of a 
problem(s) arising from a given situation, along with 
suggested ways for solving the problem. 

Research report	 A task similar in many respects to the experimental 

(other)	 report, but requiring the description and analysis 
of information of a non-empirical nature, e.g. that 
obtained from interview or participant observation. 

Research proposal	 A task requiring the description of an intended 
research project, including a statement of its 
rationale. 

Summary A task requiring the representation of the main con
tents of a text or texts. 

Exercise A task requiring the application of some discipline
specific tool or model to a given situation. 

Short answer	 A task requiring mainly the reproduction of 
previously provided items of knowledge, e.g. from 
lectures or textbooks. 

3.3.2 Information source 

The second dimension of ditference used in the classification scheme was 
il/jill'll/atiol/ sO/lrce. This category was concerned with the type of informa
tion that was to be used in the completion ofa task: for example, whether stu
dents were required to read from a list of prescribed readings or to analyse 
data obtaincd from an experimental procedure or to examine case material. 
The following subcategories were included under this dimension, derived in 
part from the classification of Taylor (1989): 

1. Prior knowledge 

2. Primary sources 

2.1 pl'Ol'ided in tas/.; 

2.2 collee/cd hy stlldelll 

3. Secondary sources 

4. Primarylsecondary source* 

5. No specification of source 

*Calegories 2.\ and 2.2 were also applied to the primary source component of 
these tasks. 
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The first category - Prior knOll'ledge - was used for tasks which did not 
require students to draw on any external sources of information. For tasks in 
this category, the contents of the piece were to be based exclusively on the 
writer's pre-existing knowledge, experience. beliefs, intuitions and the like. 

The two categories primary sources and secondary sources were applied to 
those tasks which required the use of external sources of information; in 
other words, tasks which involved research of some kind. The category 
primary sources. denoted those sources which might otherwise be called 
'data'. Examples of primary sources in our corpus included: 

(i)	 The documents provided for analysis in a history assignment. 

(ii)	 The details of a case given in a law assignment. 

(iii)	 The experimental data to be collected and analysed in a chemistry 
practical. 

The category primary sources was further dividcd into two types: those 
provided in Ihe lask itself and those to bc collected hy siudellis via some pre
scribed research procedure. Of the sample sources above, (i) and (ii) would be 
classified as provided and (iii) as collecled. The category secondary sources 
was used for those tasks which required students to engage with and incorpo
rate in their writing works of an 'interpretative' nature - monographs. 
research articles and so on. 

The combined category primarylsecondary sources was assigned to tasks 
which prescribed sources of both varieties. Examples from the corpus here 
were various research tasks which required students to collect and analyse 
their own data (primary source), but also to situate their work within previ
ous research (secolldary sources). Similarly, in a number or case study tasks, 
students needed to analyse case material (primary sources) but also to draw 
on relevant theoretical frameworks to help resolve issues raised in the case 
(secondary sources). The category no specificalioll oj'sources was used when 
there was no mention of information sources in thc assignmcnt guidelines 
and when it was not possible to infer from the task itself the nature of sources 
to be used. 

3.3.3 Rhetorical function 

The concept or rhetorical function has been used widely in the field of 
discourse analysis (e.g. Hoey 1983; Lackstrom et al 1973: Meyer 1975) and 
has led to the generation of an array of functional categories, e.g. com
parisonlcollirasl: causelejj('cl: definilion: prohlemlsolulion. By one definition, 
the rhetorical function of a text is 'that which a given unit of discourse is 
trying to do' (Trimble 1985), e.g. comparing entities, explaining Ihc calise of 
an entity. Applied to the study of academic tasks, the concept can be 
modified to mean 'that which a task (or unit of a task) is instructing students 
to do'. 
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Our attempts to develop a systematic set of rhetorical categories began 
with an initial distinction being drawn between tasks that involved a more 
'analytical' rhetoric and those with a more 'practical' orientation. This 
difference can be illustrated in the following two tasks, the first from the pure 
discipline of sociology and the other from its applied counterpart, social 
work: 

I. Write an essay on the following topic: Do young people from different 
class backgrounds experience the world differently? 

2.	 Discuss some of the problems currently facing youth in Australia. Using 
a social theory. discuss how the situation of youth could be improved in 
Australian society. 

The first task requires the writer to 'analyse' a situation and to assert 
whether something docs (or docs not) happen in this case whether class has a 
bearing on young people's experience of the world. The focus of the second 
task. at least the second part of it, is not on what docs happen. but rather on 
what could be done to change what happens - by way of a solution to the 
problems identified. 

The rhetorical difference noted in these two tasks is captured in the dis
tinction traditionally drawn in semantics between epistemic and deontic 
modality. An epistemic clause, as Huddleston (1982) explains, has the status 
of a proposition: it asserts whether something is true. partly true, false. etc. A 
deontic clause, in contrast, has the character of an action: 'what is at issue is 
not whether something is true but whether something is going to be done' 
(Huddleston 1982:168).' The difference between these two modal meanings 
can be illustrated in the following ambiguous sentence (with epistemic and 
deontic interpretations given below): 

This lask 11111.1'1 hc 11/1 CSSIIY. 

'( am forced to conclude that this task is an essay' (epistemic) 
'This task is required to be an essay' (deontic) 

The distinction between the deontic and epistemic was used in the study to 
esta blish a first level of rhetorical categories. Under these two broad cate
gories. the following sets of sub-categories were generated. 

Epistemic categories 

Comparison	 This category was applied to tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to identify the similarities 
and/or differences between two or more entities or phe
nomena. The prototypical 'comparative' question was in 
the form: What arc the similaritics and/or differences 
hctll'ccn X and y~ 
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Description This category was applied to tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to give an account of the 
nature of a given entity or phenomenon. The prototyp
ical 'descriptive' question was in the form: What is thc 
nature o/X? 

Explanation This category was applied to tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to give an account of the 
causes for a given entity or phenomenon. Note that both 
non-volitional causation (eg. cause, reason) and volitional 
causation (e.g. purpose, motive) were included under this 
category. The prototypical 'explanatory' question was in 
the form: What is t!lc CillISC otx.~ 

Evaluation This category was applied to tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to make a judgement about 
the value of a given entity or phenomenon with respect to 
its validity, importance, relevance, etc. The prototypical 
'evaluative' question was in the form: Hill\" \,(f/id/ifllpor
lant/rc/Cl'{fflt is X? 

Prediction This category was used for tasks (or componen ts of tasks) 
which required students to speculate about the future state 
of a given phenomenon or en tity. The prototypical 'predic
tive' question was in the form: W/lift II'ill/Iif/I/icn to x~ 

Summarisation This category was used for tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to give an account of an 
author's views on a given entity or phenomenon. The pro
totypical 'summary' question was in thc form: What is 
author A '.\ riclI' olK) 

Deontic categories 

Hortation	 This ca tegory was used for tasks (or componcn ts of 
tasks) which req uired st uden ts to ma kc a j udgemen t 
about the desirability of a given entity or phenomenon. 
especially those concerned with actions and states of 
affairs. The prototypical 'hortatory' question \Vas in the 
form: Should X happcn/hc do//c'! 

Recommendation	 This category was used for tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to suggest ways of dealing 
with a given entity or phenomenon. usually presented 
in the form of a problem. The prototypical 'recom
mendatory' question was in the form: What CiI///W t/o//c 
(fhout X) 4 

Instruction	 This category was used for tasks (or components of 
tasks) which required students to outline a sequence of 
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procedures for a given entity or phenomenon. The pro
totypical 'instructional' question was in the form: What 
111/1.1'1 he dOlle 10 achiere x~ 

3.3.4 Object of enquiry 

A 11nal dimension of differcnce, one that to our knowledge has not been con
sidered in studies of this kind, is what we have referred to as ohjeet o!enquirr. 
This dimension was concerned with probing the nature of the variable X 
referred to in the discussion of rheloricolfunclion categories above. The need 
for this additional category arose from our observation that some tasks in 
the corpus. of their nature. required a more 'abstract' form of writing than 
others. This dillcrcnce can be illustrated in the following two topics from a 
first year managcment subject: 

I.	 Discuss the role of the manager in Australia in the 1990s. 

')	 Are there significant differences between 'systems' and 'classical' views 
of management') 

These topics, it can be argued. deal with two distinct domains. In the first. the 
'object of enquiry' might be regarded as the real world of the manager (i.e. 
\vhat managers do or need to do. in their real-world activities). The second 
topic. in contrast is concerned less with the world of managers and more with 
the abstract or 'meta phenomenal' world of management theorists (i.e. how 
these theorists rin\' the world). This difference in our view is not trivial; we 
would argue that the pattern of discourse elicited by each topic is likely to be 
of a different kind. In terms of Hallidayan grammatical categories ( 1985 l, 
responses to the first topic are likely to include a preponderance of clauses 
with the following conf1guration: 

II1U/lagers do 
actor process: material 

In contrast. the predominant clauses in responses to the second topic are 
more likely to be of the following form: 

IIhl/wgell1ellllheorisls heliere 
actor	 process: mental 

In the classification scheme, this difference in the objects of enq uiry was 
captured in the following two categories. using additional terms from 
Halliday (1985: 229): 

Phenomena I 

Meta phenomenal 

The p!l('//oll1e11al category was used for those tasks which directed students 
primarily to consider such 'real-world' entities as events. actions. processes, 
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situations, practices, etc. The met(/p!lcl/ol11ena/ category, in contrast, was 
applied to tasks concerned mainly with the abstract entities of ideas. theories, 
methods, laws, etc." 

3.4 Sample analyses 

In the following section, the way in which we applied the classification system 
to our data is demonstrated through the analysis of four tasks: one sample 
IELTS Task 2 item and three university tasks from the disciplines of sociol
ogy, chemistry and management. These tasks were selected for the range of 
disciplines they cover, as well as for the variety of their generic forms. Among 
other things, this discussion is intended to demonstrate the interpretative 
nature of the task analysis. 

In the analysis of this task (Sample I), the first two categories gel/re [G] 
and in!rmn(/tion source [I] can be applied unproblematically. For the cate
gory ge//re, the task instructs students to present 'a written argument or case' 
and is thus allocated to the category [G-Arg]. For ill!rm//(/tioll source, stu
dents arc instructed to draw on their 'own ideas, knowledge and experience' 
which would mean allocation to the category /Irior f.:llo1l"!edge [I-Pk]. 

Analysing tasks according to the remaining dimensions of difference is a 
more interpretative activity. For rhetorico/./iIl1C1io// [R], the principal modal
ity of the topic is deontic [R-D], signalled by the auxiliary ·should'. Further to 
this, students are asked to express a view about the desirability of a social 
practice, (i.e. whether alternative forms of transport should be encouraged), 
hence the task is classified as /Ilirtatory [R-D-h]. The task however, also 

Figure 6.2 Sample 1: IELTS Task 2 item 

TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task: 

Present a written argument or case to an educated non-specialist 
audience on the following topic. 

The first car appeared on British roads in 1888. By the year 2000 there 
may he as many as 29 million vehicles on British roads. 

Should alternative forms of transport he encouraged and international 
laws introduced to control car ownership and use?
 

You should write at least 250 words.
 

You should use your own ideas. knowledge and experience and support
 
your arguments with examples and relevant evidence.
 

Source: IEL TS SpecilJlen Malaials. I'N5. 
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includes an cpis(c!I1ic element [R-E], which relates to the requirement of ' sup
porting the argument with relevant evidence'. To support their arguments, 
students would need to state the advantages and!or disadvantages of alterna
tive forms of transport. The task therefore also includes the rhetorical cate
gory ofcl'a!l/al ion [R -E-ev]. For ohjcc( ojc!1quirl'. t he task is concerned with a 
real-world activity, namely transportation usage, and hence is classified as 
phc/1o!l1c!1a! [O-p]. The above analysis thus gives the following configuration 
of ca tegories: 

Genre: written argument or case 
Information source: prior knowledge 
Rhetorical function: hortation, evaluation 
Object of enquiry: phenomena I 

This task from a first year sociology subject (Figure 6.3) prescribes an cssay 

[G-Ess]. The task instructs students to use a wide range of 'references', hence 
il/jim71a(iol/ .\01/1'1'(' would be classified as sccondary [I-s]. For rhe(orica!fU!1C

(io/1, the modality is cpi.\IC!I1ic, glossed in the following question: IV!Iil( are the 

si!l1 i !ariI ics a/1d diffi'rcl/ccs heIIl'cC!1 (hc (11'0 approac!/('s~For specific functions, 
clearly the task involves l'II!I1pari.\'on [R-E-co]. Implicit in this part of the task 
however, is also Sll/l//1/{/risalio/1 [R-E-s]; presumably a summary of the two 
approaches would be necessary before they could be compared. In the tlnal 
part of the task, students arc asked to (')'(Ill/arc the two approaches [R-E-ev]. 
Finally the ohjal ojc/1I/lIir)' is !I1ef!(p!(c/10(1/("/{/! [O-m], with students being 
asked to focus on two theoretical approaches to the subject matter, 'work'. 
This analysis of the task gives the following configuration ofcategories: 

Genre: essay 
Information source: secondary 
Rhetorical function: summarisation, comparison, evaluation 
Object of enquiry: metaphenomenal 

Figure 6.3 Sample 2: Sociology 

Essay question 

Compare and contrast Scientific Management with the Human Relations 
approach to work. Which in your view is the more valid approach? 

Essays should be approximately 2,000 words. You are encouraged to read 
more widely than the references provided. Also do not forget to read the 
'Departmental Policy on Plagiarism' in this booklet. 

Sample Task 3 (Figure 6.4) from a first year chemistry subject prescribes a 
-formal report of an experiment', and is thus classified under the genre cate
gory ofnpcri!l1c!1(a! report [G-ExR]. The principal source ofinjim/w(iol1 for 
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Figure 6.4 Sample 3: Chemistry 

This exercise is intended to give you an introduction to an important 
aspect of research in chemistry by writing a short formal report of an 
experiment you have done. You will be assigned by your demonstrator, 
either the analysis of Hortico or cement to write up in full. 

Your report should include: 
i) a description of the problem and its background 
ii) a description of the important principles and approaches 
iii) a description of resources and procedures used to obtain results 
iv) a well-ordered presentation of experimental observations 
v) consideration and explanation of results 

the task is the data collected from the experimental procedure and so is 
classified as a primary souree- colleeled [I-ps-c]. The rheloriCilI./lllluions of 
the task are clearly epistemic [R-E], glossed in the following queslions (11'1/(/1 
was Ihe experimenral procedure! Wlwl were 11,1' resl/lls~) Whal might he Il,e 
explanalions!c)/' Ihe resulls~). As can be seen in the task rubric, the rheloriCilI 
./imctions are mainly descriplil'e [R-E-d] i.e. descriptions of the problem, the 
procedure and the results. The final component of the lask (v) asks students 
to explain the results, hence explanalion [R-E-ex]. For the ohjcel oj"enC{uirr. 
the experiment involves analysing one of two substances "H ortico or cemenl', 
which are categorised as p!ICnomellal [O-p]. This analysis of the lask gives lhe 
following configuration of calegories: 

Genre: experimental report 
Information source: primary- collected 
Rhetorical function: descriplion, explanation 
Object of enquiry: phenomenal 

This final task (Figure 6.5) from a postgraduate management subject 
instructs students to prepare a Cilse sludy reporl [G-CaseR]. The main intii/'
malion source is in the form of survey data provided for analysis. and lhus 
would be allocated to the category primary source - pl"lll'ided [I-ps-p]. The 
rhetorical/unctions in the task include both epislcmie and deonlic elements. 
The epistemie elements are those concerned with providing background 
information about the company, i.e. descriplio/1 [R-E-d] and with then identi
fying the "strengths and problems' in the CAR Department, i.e. c)'alualiol/ 
[R-E-ev]. The deo/1lie elements are those concerned with making suggeslions 
for resolving problems, i.e. rccommendalion [R-D-r] and then with outlining 
the specific "actions' to be taken. i.e. inslruelion [R-D-i]. Finally, for the ohjeel 
ojenquiry, the task would be classified as phenomenal, concerned as it is with 
real-world problems in an organisation. This analysis of the task gives the 
following configuration of categories: 
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Figure 6.5 Sample 4: Management (abridged version) 

Case study 

IP Hunt is a large department store. Senior management has become 
concerned about a high turnover rate in the Credit and Accounts Receivable 
(CA R) Department of the store. As a first step towards addressing the problem, 
.lP Hunt has contracted a consulting firm to conduct a survey of (CAR) 
Department employees 

Your syndicate has now been contracted by the consulting firm to prepare a 
report which: 
I. Provides background about the company; 
2. Analyses the survey data shown in the summary table. (On the basis
 

of this analysis identitY and diagnose strengths and problem areas in the
 
(CAR) Department);
 

3. Makes suggestions for resolving problems; 
4. Develops an action plan for feedback to the CAR department. 

Genre: case st udy report 
Information source: primary  provided 
Rhetorical function: description. evaluation. recommendation. instruction 
Object of enquiry: phenomena I 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 Task survey 

In this section. the findings from the analysis of the total university corpus 
are presented under the four dimensions of difference in the classification 
scheme. Each set of findings is then considered in relation to those obtained 
from the analysis of the IELTS corpus. While the data presented includes 
that of a quantitative nature. it needs to be acknowledged that the analysis 
was not a strictly empirical one. As mentioned previously. the process of 
analysing. tasks involved a degree of interpretation and inference on the part 
of the researehers. Thus. it is intended that the numerical data not be seen as 
a definitive set of results; rather it is designed to provide a broad picture of 
the types of writing required in the two domains. 

The analysis of the university corpus found a great diversity of writing 
requirements. both within and across disciplines. While in all subjects. 
written work of some kind had to be submitted. this varied considerably 
with respect to the type and the amount required. ranging from a single 
short report in engineering to a series of lengthy essays in philosophy. Some 
interdisciplinary variations are discussed below. 
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4.1.1 Genre 

The diverse nature of university writing is evidenced in the wide range of 
genres identified in the university corpus (see Table 6.3). Of these types 
however, the essay was clearly the most common, accounting for almost 60'1<, 
of tasks. This assignment type appeared most frequently in subjects in the 
humanities and social sciences, but was also prescribed in a range of other dis
ciplines, including biology, computing and medicine. As a generic form, the 
essay was characterised in a variety of ways in assignment handouts; common 
to most definitions however, was the requirement that students argue for a 
particular position in relation to a given question or proposition. The follow
ing is a comprehensive account provided for students in a history subject: 

The term 'essay' comes from the French word 'essayer' meaning to try or 
to attempt. From this older form we get our terms 'assay' or 'test". An 
essay therefore asks you to answer a question by constructing and 
testing an argument. You will be assessed on thc quality of your attempt 
... We look to you to convince us that your consideration of the ques
tion is the most convincing. 

The next most common genre was the case stUl~r ref/ort (\0'1., of tasks), 
confined to subjects in certain applied disciplines; management. accounting, 
law, computing, and engineering. Case studies typically required students to 
analyse case material (in narrative andlor statistical form) and to suggest 
ways of resolving the issues raised in the case. Sample Task 4 (Figure 6.5) is 
an example of a case study report from the corpus. 

The genre category exercise (8% of tasks) included a range of minor tasks 
often set as a first piece of work in subjects and usually requiring students to 

Table 6.3 Genres of university assignments 

Genre Number ",." 

Essay 90 5R 
Case Study Report 15 10 
Exercise 12 R 
Research Report (other) 10 6 
Review 7 5 
Experimental Report 6 4 
literature Review 2 I 
Research Proposal 
Summary 

2 , I 
I 

Short Answer 2 I 
Other' 7 5 

Total 155 100 

, Annolall'd rl'f"rl'lIcl'. Il'tt<'r.proil'l'l hril'f. 1'1'.\/111/('. hOIl1<'I'U!l.<'. COI1lPII/<'1' I'rogr<l1l1. educa/iol/al 
progranmw propo.lul. 
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demonstrate their understanding of a particular concept or technique by 
applying it to an exemplary situation. The following is one such task from the 
corpus. set in a literature/cultural studies subject: 

Choose a television program (e.g. news broadcast. quiz show) and 
develop an analysis of this program in lerms of its i) mode of address ii) 
programming iii) genre iv) internal organisation. 

The only other genre to appear with any frequency was the research report 
(non-experimental). In these tasks, students were required to collect their 
own data and to describe and explain it. Research reports of this kind were 
set in a broad range of disciplines. The following is an example from a lin
guistics subject: 

Write a report which examines the structure of greetings in a wide 
sample of languages. What are the most common types of information 
lIsed in greetings') Can you construct a grammar that represents the first 
moves of the greeting seq lienee'! 

The corpus also included a small number of experimclltal rcports. These 
were contlned to the disciplines of physics, chemistry and psychology. 

Analysis of the IE LTS corpus found that the genre specilications were 
standard for all items. In each case, students were instructed to 'present a 
written argument or case' on a given topic, taken from the rubric used in 
official versions of the test. The 'topic' part of all items consisted either of a 
question or a proposition often followed by a prompt asking students to indi
cate the extent of their agreement or disagreement with the proposition. 

While the l\TiffCIl argul11cnt nomenclature does not correspond exactly to 
any of the genre terms identified in the university corpus, clearly IELTS Task 
2 items most resemble the format of the university essay. Indeed, in earlier 
versions of the official test, the Task 2 was referred to as an cssay. The avoid
ance of the cssay label in current versions of the official test suggests, 
however, that test developers have been mindful of certain differences 
between the university essay and the IELTS version of this form. The 
ditferences we have found are discussed below under the remaining cate
gories considered in the task survey. 

4.1.2 Information source 

Table 6.4 shows the results from the analysis of inj(ml1atioll sourccs pre
scribed in the tasks from the university corpus. The most notable finding is 
that almost all tasks involved a research component of some kind, requiring 
the usc of either pril11ary or seco/ldary sources or a combination of the two. 
The most frequently prescribed sources were sccondarl' sourccs (55'% of the 
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Table 6.4 Information sources prescribed in university assignments 

Information sources Number 

Secondary X5 55 
Primarylsccondary 33 21 
Primary 2X l~ 

Prior knowledge 5 3 
No specification of sources 4 3 

Total ISS 100 

corpus), usually described in tasks as 'references'. These included mono
graphs, journal articles and textbooks. The use of secondary sources was 
required in tasks from a broad range of disciplines, but with a higher aggre
gation in disciplines from the humanities and social sciences. There was 
a good deal of variation in the amount of information provided about the 
secondary sources to be used, ranging from tasks which included a simple 
exhortation for students to base their work on 'wide reading', to those which 
provided a specific list of references to be ineorporatcd in the written 
product. One feature common to most tasks prescribing the use ofsec(}//{Iarr 
sources was the inclusion of information about citation practices in the 
discipline, along with warnings about plagiarism. 

Tasks prescribing the use of pri/1/ary sources (or data) were also from a 
wide range of disciplines, but especially in the more research-oriented, as 
opposed to theoretical, disciplines. As suggested in section 3.3.2, there was a 
good deal of variation in the types of primary sources prescribed. These 
ranged from quantitative and qualitative data in the natural and social 
sciences, to case study material typically used in the disciplines of law, man
agement and economics. As mentioned, a distinction was made in the 
classification scheme between primary sources that needed to be collected by 
students and those that were provided in the task itself. In the latter type, stu
dents were not required to collect data but only to be engaged in their inter
pretation. The results from this analysis are shown in Table 6.5. It is of some 
interest that the majority of prescribed primary sources were of the !Irovided 
type, both at undergraduate and postgraduate (coursework) level. A possible 

Table 6.5 Primary source-types prescribed in university assignments 

Primary source* Number 

Provided in task .\6 59 
Collected by student 25 41 

Total 61 100 

* Noll'. Ihal sO/lrce.lji"o/11 holh II/(' cll/egorics primary source and primary/sccondmy source 
"'ere considered in Illis analysis. 
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explanation for this is that in certain discipline areas, lecturers may not have 
wanted their first year students, with limited grounding in research methods 
in the discipline, to be conducting their own research. 

As can be seen in Table 6.4, a fair proportion of tasks (21 '1<,) required the 
use of a combination of primary and seClindary sources. These tasks tended 
to be of two types: research projects which required students to compare 
their findings with literature in the field and case studies which required refer
ence to theoretical frameworks to resolve the issues in the case. The following 
two tasks are examples of these respective assignment types: 

Play is an important area of development for children aged 2- 5. Piaget 
called il "the child's work'. Discuss playas observed in your study child 
and compare your observations to the literature. (Medicine) 

Your advice has been soughl to settle the following dispute in Company 
X (Case study material provided about dispute). Referring to appropri
ate accounting principles, write a report advising the company on the 
best course of action to adopt. (Accounting) 

As can be seen in Table 6.4, the category prior knowledge represented the 
least frequently prescribed information source. The very small number of 
tasks in the corpus that fell under this category (3%) tended to be minor pieces 
of work in the overall assignment requirements of subjects, including, for 
example, the following task set as the first piece of writing in a history subject: 

Write a paragraph explaining what you know about your own family's 
experience of World War II. 

Other prior knOlrledge tasks tended not to be generically typical of the 
corpus, including a personal resume set in a communications subject and the 
text for a homepage in a computing subject. 

Unlike the assignments in the university corpus, IELTS Task 2 items were 
found not to be framed around the use of external sources. All items in the 
IELTS sample included the following instruction to students, taken from the 
standard rubric in the official versions of the test. 

You should usc your own ideas, knowledge and experience and support 
your arguments with examples and relevant evidence. 

This specification meant that all tasks in the sample were allocated to the cat
egory prior kI1Olt'/edge. 

These findings point to a major difference in the natUre of writing in the 
two domains; even if it is one that can be readily accounted for. In a test of 
writing, the task must be completed, of necessity, within a restricted time 
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frame (in the case of IELTS Task 2 it is 40 minutes). This restriction means it 
is not possible to incorporate a substantial research component in writing 
tasks. For university tasks, this time restriction does not usually apply. The 
difference in prescribed ill!cJrlnalioll sources can also be related to the 
different nature of writing assessment in the two domains. In a writing test. 
the task is used to elicit a written sample which is then assessed primarily in 
terms of its linguistic proficiency. In university study, writing is assessed 
according to far broader criteria, including a student's understandings of key 
knowledge in a discipline, the modes of analysis used. as well as the discip
line's discursive practices, much ofwhich will come from an engagement with 
sources. In short. in the university context, the content of a piece of writing is 
salient; in a language testing context it is often incidental. 

The reasons for thc difTerences in prescribed information sources are 
understandable enough. It needs to be recognised howevcr. that prepara
tion for the IELTS Writing test (Task 2) may not give students an entirely 
accurate view of the nature of academic argumentation. especially with 
respect to what constitutes adequate evidence in a piece of writing. In 
the IELTS test, students learn that it is sufficient to base their assertions 
on 'their own ideas. knowledge and experience'. In the university context 
where valid evidence is usually seen as the findings of rcsearch or thc 
authoritative pronouncements of disciplinary scholars a student who 
relies excJ usively on prior kllOlrledge will usually be criticised for being 
'anecdotal' and for not having read adcquately for thc task. Anothcr point 
to be made is that the IELTS Task 2. as it is framed, does not suggest any 
need for students to be taught about the conventions for citing the ideas of 
other writers. 

4.1.3 Rhetorical function 

Table 6.6 shows the results from the analysis of rhetorical functions in tasks 
from the university corpus. As explained in the sample analyses (see Section 
3.4), assignments were generally found to prescribe more than a single 
rhetorical function. A total of 393 functions were identified in the corpus of 
155 tasks (see Table 6.6. column 3). The first point to note from this table is 
that the epistemic functions were considerably more common than the 
deontic. In general terms. tasks specifying exclusively epistemic functions 
tended to be from the more 'pure' disciplines, e.g. the physical and social sci
ences. In contrast. those tasks that included deontic elements were clustered 
around disciplines of a more applied nature. e.g. agriculture, computing, 
engineering, education, law, management. This, of course, is not a surprising 
result, given that it is the nature of the applied disciplines to be concerned as 
much with practical knowledge as theoretical knowledge; the 'knowing how' 
in addition to the 'knowing that', as knowledge in these fields is sometimes 
characterised (Becher 1989). 
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Table 6.6 Rhetorical functions in university assignments 

Modality No. of tasks 'y" of tasks 
Rh~torical E = Epistcmic incorporating incorporating 
Function () = D~ontic function function 

E\alu,ltion 104 67 
f)~'LTipti(ln 71 49 
Sllllllll~1 rj~l\ tion 55 35 
COlllp,nison 54 35 
E.xplanation 43 28 
R~collllll~nd,ltll)n 35 23 
Hortatioll 15 15 
Pr~diction II 7 
InstnlL"tion 5 3 

Total functions 393 

The epistemic category of evaluation was found to be the most common, 
with about two-thirds of tasks in the corpus adjudged to involve this func
tion. Evaluation was found to be characteristic of tasks across a wide range 
of disciplines in the corpus. Tasks (or components of tasks) prescribing 
evaluation required students to make a judgement of the value of some entity 
or phenomenon with respect to its validity, importance, relevance, etc. The 
following arc two sample 'evaluative' questions taken from tasks set in soci
ology and management. 

How plausible do you find Marx's account of social inequality? 
(Sociology) 

To what extent can people he regarded as the most important resource of 
an organisation') (Management) 

It was noted that there was some variation in the nature of entities to be 
evaluated in tasks. This can be seen in the two sample questions above. In the 
flrst question, it is the views of a particular writer (Marx) which are to be 
evaluated: the second in contrast requires an evaluation to be made ora par
ticular state of affairs, namely 'human resources in an organisation'. This 
difference corresponds to the distinction drawn earlier between Jl/ctaphcnom
c/lal a/ld IJi/c/loJl/c//(/1 ohjccts oj'cni/uiry and is considered in greater detail in 
Section 4.1.4. 

As can be seen in Table 6.6, the next most common functions were also 
epistemic in nature: dcscription, sUJl/marisation, comparison, cxplanatio/l. 
SeveraI sample questions under each of these ca tegories are given below. 

Description
 
What is the hiology of toxoplasmosis') (Biology)
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Describe what is meant by international. domestic and mass tourism'? 
(Tourism) 

Summarisation
 

Explain Plato's theory of the tripartite soul. (Philosophy)
 

What are the main points Christine Halliwell is making about the status
 

of women in society in her chapter 'Women in Asia: Anthropology and
 

the study of women',? (Anthropology)
 

Comparison
 
What differences and what similarities emerge from a comparison of
 

Egyptian and Mesopotamian temples? (Architecture)
 

Where do the arguments of Oakey and Gati difTer') (History)
 

Explanation
 

What are the causes of the current high levels of unemployment in
 
Australia'? (Economics)
 

Adolescent mental health is a growth industry. Discuss factors which
 

have contributed to this growth. (Medicine)
 

As mentioned, the deontic functions - recommendation, f1Ortation, instruc
tion - were less frequent in the corpus than the epistemic. Of these, reco/l1
mendation was clearly the most common and was especially prominent in the 
more applied disciplines. In tasks involving recommendation, the entity to be 
analysed was presented as being problematic in some sense and students were 
required to suggest ways in which it could be resolved. 'Recommendatory' 
questions tended to be framed around the notion of possible action (or 'can
ness') as in the following examples: 

What strategies can be used to make internet contributors self-regulating') 
(Computing) 

How can the land degradation problems of the Parwan Valley be 
overcome? (Agriculture) 

The other deontic category that appeared in the data, though to a much 
lesser extent than recommendation, was what we have termed hortation. In 
hortatory tasks students were asked to comment on the desirability of a given 
course of action or state of affairs. These tasks were framed around the notion 
of necessary action (or 'should-ness') and were most characteristic of discip
lines with an ethical or polemical element to their contents, including law, 
medicine, politics, philosophy. The following are sample hortatory questions: 

Since no person is an island, society should regulate private behaviour.
 
Discuss. (Politics)
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People subject to the power of the state need the protection of a bill of 
rights. Discuss. (Law) 

The remaining categories used in the classification scheme - prediction 

and instfllction appeared infrequently in the corpus. The following are 
si ngle examples of each of these respective categories: 

Wha tmajor changes in the A ustralian business environmen t are likely to 

impact on managers over the next decade? (Management) 

In an assignment requiring the writing ofa computer program: 

Outline to any potential users precisely how the program is to be used. 

(Computing) 

A similar analysis of rhetorical functions was made of the IELTS items, 
the results of which are shown in Table 6.7. All items, it can be seen, involved 
('J'all/ation of some kind. (This is a finding consistent with the 'argumentative' 
nature of the Task 2 genre, as it is described in official versions of the test). In 
the fol1owing example, taken from the IELTS specimen materials (UCLES 
1995), the quality to be evaluated is ·compatibility'. (It needs to be noted that 
this task also comprises the function ofcol71{Jarison.) 

It is inevitable that as technology develops so traditional cultures 

must be lost. Technology and tradition are incompatible you cannot 
have both together. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this 
sta temen [') 

Table 6,7 Rhetorical functions in IELTS items 

No. of IELTS (Xl of itelTIS 
itcms incorporating incorporating 

Rhetorical function function (n=20) function 

Eqiluation 20 100 
HOrlation 14 70 
Prediction ~ 15 
Comparison ~ 15 
Explanation ~ 15 
RccolllIllcndation 2 10 
Description 
Sunllllarisation 
Instruction 

While all tasks involved some form of ('valuation, in many instances this 
was found to be accompanied by another function, namely hortation. As 
mentioned, hortatory elements in tasks were those framed around the notion 
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of necessity (or should-ness). The following three tasks are representative of 

the 14 tasks which were found to incorporate this function: 

Higher mammals such as monkeys have rights and should not be used in 
laboratory experiments. (Source 5) 

A government's role is only to provide defence capability and urban 
infrastructure (roads, water, supplies etc.) All other servil'es (education, 
health and social security) should be provided by private groups or indi
viduals in the community. (Sollrl'e 7) 

Television nowadays features many programs of a violent nature. For 
this reason, it is necessary for parents to impose striel controls on thcir 
children's viewing habits. (Source 8) 

The other rhetorical functions that showed up in the analysis were pre
diction, colllparison, explanatio/l and recol1l/lICndation, although each of 
these was confined to a total of only two or three tasks. The following 

are examples of tasks (or components of tasks) which incorporated these 

functions: 

Prediction 
The idea or having a single career is becoming ,III old fashioned one. The 
new fashion will be to have several careers or ways ofearning money and 
further education will be something that continues thwughoutlife. 

(Source 6) 

Comparison
 
... Which subjects can be beller taught using computers"? (Source 7)
 

Explanation
 
News editors decide what to broadcast on television and what to print in
 
newspapers. What factors do you lhink influcnce thesc decisions'J...
 

(Sllurce 6) 

Recommendation 
.. What are the most effective ways of reducing population growth" 

(Source 8) 

The patterns of rhetorical functions identified in the I ELTS Task 2 items 

were clearly different from those in the university corpus, as Table 6.8 shows. 
The more notable differences can be summarised thus: 

1.	 The functions of summarisatio/l and description, which were common in 
the university corpus, did not appear in the IELTS sample. 

2.	 The functions of comparison, expla/latio/l and reCOlllmellilarion were less 

frequent in the IELTS sample. 
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Table 6.8 Comparison of rhetorical functions in university tasks and IELTS 
items 

Universityassignmcnts tELTS items 
rj~1 incorporating C~/;) incorporating 

Rhetorical function rhetorical function) rhetorical function) 

Ev,lIuation 
Description 
Summarisation 
Compmison 
Explanation 
ReL'ommcn,lation 
Hortation 
Prcd iL·t Ion 
Instruction 

Total number of functions 
identified in corpus 

67 
49 
35 
35 
2R 
23 
15 
7 
3 

393 

100 

15 
15 
10 
70 
15 

45 

3.	 The function of 1/()r!atiol1, which was relatively rare in the university 
corpus, was, along with evaluation, the predominant rhetorical mode in 
the IELTS sample. 

Of these findings, the last is perhaps the most significant. Indeed it is interest
ing to speculate about why !lortation should figure so prominently in IELTS 
items. We can posit only one explanation here - this is that writing in a horta
tory mode, of its nature, may not require the same amount of background 
knowledge that is needed to engage with topics of an epistemic nature. To 
take the topic area of animal experimentation as an example, it seems fair to 
assume that students in a testing context would be able to write more readily 
about the moral desirability (or not) of this practice (!lor!ation), rather than, 
for example. about the reasons why the practice is employed (explanation) or 
about its scientific validity (evaluation) or about the views of various animal 
rights proponents (slIn111wrisation). While the prominence given to I/()rtation 

in IELTS Task 2 items is probably attributable to certain test-specific exigen
cies, this feature nevertheless represents a substantial difference in the nature 
of writing in the two domains, one that is likely to have implications for stu
dents whose pre-entry English language instruction is mainly concerned with 
test preparation. 

4.].4 Object of enquiry 

Analysis was made of the objects of enquiry (or topic areas) of tasks
specifically whether these were of a phenomenal or I11l'tllp!lellOl11ellal nature. 
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6.9. While a majority of tasks 
were concerned with topics of a phenomenal nature, there was also a fair pro
portion of what may be termed lIIetaphenol11enal tasks. The latter category 
was particularly characteristic of disciplines in the humanities, some of which 
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Table 6.9 Objects of enquiry in university assignments 

Object of enquiry	 Number 

Phenomenal 95 61
 
Metaphenomenal 60 ~9
 

may be said to be concerned exclusively with the metaphenomenal. e.g. phil
osophy and literature. Examples of metaphenomenal tasks however, were 
found in a range of disciplines. including. surprisingly, the following rather 
demanding task set for first year agriculture undergraduates: 

Present a critical review of literature relating to a scientilic topic which 

interests you. Summarise the principal ideas presented in a collection of 

scientific papers, highlighting the validity of the claims made. the conclu

sions and other important features. 

No attempt was made to analyse the objects of enquiry further within each of 
the two broad categories; the topics werc found to be too diverse and of too 
discipline-specific a nature to allow for such an endeavour. A sense of the 
diversity of topics covered in the corpus is captured in Table 6.10 which pres
ents a representative sample of objects of enquiry under the phello/JlC17i1l and 
l1/e tap!ze/I017/el1al categories. 

Table 6.10 Sample objects of enquiry in university assignments 

Phenomcnal 

I.	 Land degradation (agriculture) 

2.	 The Roman arch (architecture) 

Atmospheric pollution (biology) 

4.	 Graphical user interfaces
 
(computing)
 

5.	 Children's acquisition of speech 
(cducation) 

6.	 Public water supply systems
 
(engineering)
 

7.	 Thc Vietnam war (history) 

8.	 Adolescent mental health
 
(medicine)
 

9.	 The vibration of strings (physics) 

\0.	 Developments in international 
tourism (tourism) 

Metaphenomenal 

I.	 Barthes' theorcticalmodcl
 
(Iiteraturc)
 

2.	 Methods for cakulating household 
incomcs (cconomics) 

~.	 Theoretical 'Ipproachcs to child's
 
play teducation)
 

4.	 The Aboriginal Protection Act (law) 

5.	 Specch act theory (linguistics) 

6.	 I'rem]'s views of thc feminine
 
(mcdicine)
 

7.	 Systems and classical views of
 
managemcnt (management)
 

8.	 Utilitarian 'md rctributive theories 
of punishment (philosophy) 

9.	 Machiavelli's political thought
 
(politics)
 

10.	 The Chicago school of sociology 
(sociology) 
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In contrast to the university tasks, the object of enquiry in all IELTS items 
was found to be of a plw/1ol/1clIlIl nature. A complete list of these is provided 
in Table 6.11. The lack of ,,'Clap!lc/1o/11c/}a in I ELTS tasks can again be 
related to the issue of necessary background knowledge. Clearly the sorts of 
metaphenomenal topics from the university corpus given above (Table 6.10) 
would be unsuitable in a language testing context. For example, an account 
of . Barthes' theoretical model' could only be attempted after a careful 
reading of Barthes' text (and even then, in this case, there may be no guaran
tee or success!). Similarly it would not be possible to discuss different 
'methods for calculating household incomes' without first being familiar 
with these accounting methods. 

Table 6.11 Ob.iects of enquiry in total IELTS corpus 

I.	 The rclatinnship between teehnnlogy and tradition 
Government regulation of motnr L'ar usage 

3.	 Retirement age 
4.	 Telecommuting 
5.	 Studying abroad 
6.	 Paternal responsibilities in child care 
7.	 Government regulation of new teehnolngy 
8.	 Government provision of health care 
9.	 The usc of animals in scientific experiments 

10. Studying abroad 
II. Government funding of tertiary education 
]2. Editorial policies of newspapers 
13. The future of work 
14. Provision of aid by wealthy nations 
15. Patient attitudes to medical treatment 
16. Government provision of social services 
17. Computers in education 
18. Capital punishment 
19. Parental regulation of children's television habits 
20. Population growth 

While the objects of enquiry in the IELTS items shown in Table 6. I I are of 
a diverse nature they were found to be more amenable to further analysis 
than the university tasks. If there is any recurring theme to be discerned 
among these items, it is that of the social responsibilities of various agents of 
authority, especially with respect to the provision of services and the regula
tion of behaviours. 

On our analysis the following items would fall within this overarching 
theme items 2, 6, 7,8,9, II, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19. In most instances, the agent in 
question is 'the government'; others include 'wealthy nations' (14), the 
scientilic community (9), parents (19), fathers (6), This focus on the respons
ibilities of certain authorities is clearly connected to the rhetorical function of 
!Iortatio/} and can be adduced here as additional evidence for the fairly 
restricted nature of Task 2 items. 
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4.1.5 Summary of findings 

The main findings from the comparative task analysis can be summarised 
thus: 

I.	 The predominant genre in the university corpus was the esso\". While 
this term is not used to refer to IELTS Task 2 items. the genre that is 
specified - a H'I'ille/1 argul11e/11 - is thought to resemble most closely the 
university essay. 

2.	 Almost all university tasks required for their complction the use of 
external sources - either primary or seco/1dary sources or a combination 
of the two. IELTS Task 2 items in contrast were framed around the use 
of prior kJ1lm'!edge. 

3.	 The university tasks covered a broad range of r!lcloriwljill1Cliolls. 
mainly of an epistemic nature. The most common categories were 
eva!ualio/1. c!eseriplio/1. sUlIIl1lal'isalio/1. cO/ll/Jilrisoll and np!allalio/1. Of 
the deontic functions. recOIilllle/u!alio/1 was the most common. Like the 
university corpus. ('I'a!ualioll was the predominant category in IELTS 
items. A distinctive feature of the IELTS corpus. however. was the 
disproportionately high number of horlalory tasks. 

4.	 The objects of e/1quiry in the university corpus were mainly of a 
phenomena! nature; but there was also a fair proportion of 
/IIelaphenol11ena! tasks. The IELTS items in contrast. were all of a 
phe/1o/lle/1a! nature. 

These differences in the two corpora appear rather technical in the terms 
described above. Taken in combination however. they suggest a distinc
tion that can be characterised in broader terms. University tasks. by 
definition. prescribe academic modes of discourse. or to be precise. the 
discipline-specific discourses required of novice scholars. While the 
IELTS items clearly share features with those set at university. the form of 
writing they prescribe. on analysis. would appear to bear a closer resem
blance to certain public forms of discourse. In particular. the emphasis 
placed on the spontancous expression of opinion is suggestive of such 
public. non-academic genres as the lettcr to the editor or the newspaper 
editorial. 

This section of the report concludes with a final comparison of tasks. 
one that captures well some of the differences discussed above. The first 
task is an IELTS item and the second an assignment from a bioethics 
subject. The comparison here is instructive. because the two tasks. on face 
value. appear similar in a number of respects. Both are conccrned with a 
similar content area (i.e. government provision of health care) and seem
ingly with a similar rhetorical focus (hortatory - shou!d): yct they are quite 
different. 
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IELTS item
 
The most advanced medical treatment tends tll be expensive. However,
 
pellple's access to gOlld health care should not depend on social factors
 
such as their level oj' income or social status. Discuss.
 

Bioethics essa)
 
Should a just state provide health care for its citizens') How can relevant
 
ethical theories help tll resolve this question')
 

What is required in the IELTS task above is that candidates express a point 
of view on the issue; one that is based on their own beliefs and knowledge. 
The bioethies task. in contrast. is concerned not so much with students 
expressing a point of view. but with them discussing the theoretical means by 
which a point of view might be reached. This difference can be understood in 
terms of some of the contrasts that have been considered so far; that is 
between prior kl/eJll'ledxe and research; between a deontic and an epistemic 
rhetoric and between the phenomcnal and the metaphenomel1al. The nature of 
the two tasks is different. and it is fair to say that the language skills needed 
for the fulfilment of each will also be different. 

4.2 Staff survey 

While the task survey was the main part of this study, follow-up interviews 
with a sample of the lecturers who had submitted tasks. provided an alterna
tive data source representing a different perspective on the university tasks. 
In addition, in the interviews the lecturers gave feedback on the suitability of 
the IELTS in relation to the writing demands of their disciplines (see 
Appendix 6.2 for interview schedule). In the staff survey, 12 lecturers were 
interviewed from ten discipline areas with comments provided on a total of 
19 tasks submitted for the first stage of the study. The distribution of the 
genres of these tasks was simihIr to that in the corpus overall, with essays 
being the most common. Table 6.12 is a list of the tasks which formed the 
basis of the interviews. 

The following discussion focuses on common themes arising from the 
interviews. It begins with a summary of the more notable features of the uni
versity tasks as perceived by those who set them, and then deals with percep
tions of the sample IELTS tasks. 

4.2.1 University assignments 

Rhetorical function was one of the categories used by the researchers to 
analyse university assignments in the first stage of the study and was also the 
subject of a specific question in the interviews. The main rhetorical functions 
req uired in university assignment tasks were identified by the lecturers; the 
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Table 6.12 Interview data: Number and types of tasks from each discipline 

Discipline area Genre Number 

Chemistry Experiment;l1 rcport 
Computing Computer prngram 
Economics Essay :2 
Engineering Case study report 
Geography Essay :2 
Law Essay 3 

Case study report I 
Linguistics Research report (other) :2 
Management Essay 3 ,
Politics Essay 
Communications Research report (other) :2 

results of this process are shown in Table 6.13 together with the results from 
the task analysis. This comparison reveals a surprising degree of correspon
dence between the results from the two stages with the order of frequencies 
almost the same. The only variation in order was a greater number of tasks 
requiring recommendation than explanation in the lecturers' analyses. 

Table 6.13 Rhetorical functions in university assignments: A comparison of 
interview and task analysis results 

Lecturer perceptions Task analysis 
Stage 2 Stage I 

RHETORICAL ('j';, or tasks (% of tasks 
FUNCTION incorporating function) incorporating function) 

Evaluation 63 67 
Dcscri ption 63 40 
Comparison 53 35 
Summarisation 37 35 
Recommendation 32 n 
Explanation 26 2R 
Hortation 16 15 
Prediction II 7 
Instruction 5 3 

In the interviews. the lecturers were also asked to comment on the key 
characteristics of their tasks and on the qualities that would distinguish an 
outstanding assignment. Their comments fell into two main areas- those 
concerned with the research process and those with features of the written 
product. Almost all lecturers. regardless of discipline. emphasised the 
importance of research skills and many noted that a discriminating feature of 
outstanding assignments was evidence of extensive independent research. 
The following comments give a sense of the value lecturers placed on the use 
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of sources. The first from a geography lecturer is interesting for the number of 
references recommended as well as the detail he provides on acceptability of 

different types of references: the second, from a politics lecturer, specifies the 
research skills and types of sources one could expect from a 'better' essay in 

the subject he teaches: 

A minimum l)f at least 10 references are required - really good essays 
would use 20 or more ... students should avoid encyclopedias and text
books if possible ... and should probably avoid using www pages as 
they are very ditllcult to verify. Students need to recognise that New 
Scientist and Scientific American are not exactly refereed journals ... 
books by single authors are fine, as long as they are not university level 
textbooks ... dictionaries are unacceptable ... if they're using them 
repeatedly to define terms. 

Students need to show the ability to usc footnotes and bibliographies to 
jump off into other texts ... [and] a familiarity with other kinds of cul
tural documents, perhaps literary works, works of visual art, an under
standing or familiarity with architecture orthe period, as a way of giving 
the historical rrarnework. 

Another aspect of assignments that many lecturers considered important 

was the structure and organisation of the written product. Students were 
expected to be aware of and to conform to the structural conventions of the 

relevant genre, such as the different sections of a research report (introduc

tion, methodology, etc.) or of an essay (introd uction, body and conclusion). 

4.2.2 Comparison with IELTS Task 2 

In the interviews, lecturers were asked to make comparisons between their 
tasks and two sample I ELTS tasks (items I and 2 in Appendix 6.1), and then 

to consider whether training for I ELTS Task 2 items would be useful prepar

ation for writing tasks in their disciplines. 

In their discussion of the degree ofcorrespondence between the tasks (aca

demic ,md sample IELTS) comments about intrinsic similarities were most 
common among those lecturers from disciplines in which the task genre was 

an essay. The similarities noted by these lecturers tended to be of a general 

nature, especially in relation to the broad area of argumentation in writing. 

The following were two observations of similarities: 

In short I don't think there are big differences. I'm asking them to write a 
coherent piece of work, not a set of dot points or scattered ideas .. ,it is 
essential that they construct the arguments that they present with exam
ples and relevant evidenee ... The tasks that I set ... usually ask them to 
compare and contrast, do you agree or disagree, to what extent is this 
statement relevant, or I have a quote, do you agree. So in many ways the 
sorts of tasks I set are quite similar. . . (Economics) 
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Thc requirements of the IELTS tasks arguing two sides of an issue, 
responding to a proposition seem similar to the requirements of my 
subject. (Law) 

The focus of staff responses, however, was more freq uently on dilferences. 
IELTS tasks tended to be perceived as much simpler than academic tasks, 
with several lecturers comparing them to secondary school tasks. 

The major assignments in my subject are more ditfieult and comprehen
sive. We're asking for 2,000 words, in depth. IELTS tasks of 250 words 
are more like school rather than university level. (Management) 

The IELTS tasks remind me of Year 12 essays which don't require much 
background work. There's certainly no scopc for rigorous attention to 
getting the detail right that we require. (Law) 

An exception was the comment by a chemistry lecturer who observed that 
experimental reports in chemistry required: 

A lowcrlevcl [ofinterprctation] than the IELTS, which [requires] fairly 
high-level interpretation skills ... In Chemistry practical reports stu
dents are asked for a fairly operational description of what they've done 
so that someone else can do it. (Chemistry) 

In their comments about the requirements of their own assignments, lec
turers emphasised the importance of research. This was considered to be a 
major difference between the academic and IELTS tasks. A law lecturer 
emphasised the reflective nature of university writing with tasks integrally 
related to course content: 

The sample IELTS questions are asking people to use thcir background 
knowledge and whatever has come to thcm from life, whcreas we're 
expecting them to usc material that we've taught and they've read. 

A similar observation was made by a geography lecturer: 

Our assignments are research essays and focus on students researching a 
given question, whereas the IELTS tasks don't have this focus on 
research. 

Some discussed this disparity in terms of the differing nature of evaluation 
and opinion in the two domains. It was mentioned that both types of tasks 
require the expression ofa point of view, however a qualification was made 
that the only valid opinions in university writing were those based on reading 
and research: 
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Students are asked to be critical and evaluate what they found in their 
research, what their informants said, what the literature says, we don't 

ask them for their personal values or opinion. (Linguistics) 

Although lecturers were not specifically asked about what we have termed 
't he object of enquiry' of tasks, several noted a difference in the topic areas of 
university and IELTS tasks, similar to the phenomena!/metaphenomenal 
distinction noted in the task analysis: 

[In the IELTS tasks] students are being asked to develop an argument 
... about entities, objects ... and make predictions and policy prescrip
tions ... the discipline I teach deals with writers and ideas ... In my own 
questions the students are not so much being asked to develop an argu
ment, as to show how an argument was constructed by others in the past, 
and also to show the kinds of features that bring about that construc
tion, whether it"s logical or not, in its own context. (Politics) 

While most lecturers identified differences in the two types of tasks, some 
were aware of reasons for these differences, i.e. the different assessment con
texts of the two tasks. The constraints imposed by test conditions were 
summed up by a law lecturer in the following comment: 

IELTS tasks [are] designed for a specific testing situation, so they've got 
limited time. limited words and no possibility ofresearch, so they have to 
sit down and write an essay based on their own knowledge. 

All lecturers, even those who emphasised the differences between the two 
types of tasks acknowledged that training for IELTS Task 2 items could be 
useful preparation for university writing. Some lecturers spoke in a general 
way of training in writing skills being relevant, thus lending support for 
direct tests of writing: 

Any training in clear writing is useful preparation. (Communications) 

For writing overall for this subject - IELTS training would be useful 
preparation. (Chemistry) 

Others remarked on how IELTS would be a useful framework for teaching 
conventions of essay writing, such as paragraph structure and coherence: 

How to structure an essay and how to argue a case ... will serve the stu
dents well for the questions we have here. (Geography) 

Training in how to unravel a question ... how to make sure every para
graph relates to the question, how to make each paragraph flow from the 
one before ... introductions and conclusions ... some preparation for 
IELTS questions could be of great use. (Law) 
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4.2.3 Summary of findings 

Overall, lecturers were positive about the nature of the IELTS Task 2 format 
and the type of language instruction they imagined students would receive in 
preparing for it. Indeed some who were previously unfamiliar with the test 
and also with general issues related to language screening of prospective stu
dents expressed surprise at the quality of the test instrument. Most lecturers 
however, could identify substantial differences between the writing needed 
for the test and that required in their respective subjects. In general terms, 
these ditferences were similar to those found in the task analysis. Lecturers 
noted the limited rhetorical range of IELTS, especially its emphasis on an 
opinionative style or writing based on 'lived experience' - or what was 
described as hortation in the task analysis. In contrast. they stressed the over
riding importance of 'content' in their students' work, content that is 
acquired through processes of teaching, reading and researching in their sub
jects. The reasons for these differences were understood by some. As one lec
turer succinctly put it: 

My writing requirements are totally diflCrenl. My students have got 
eight weeks to do the assignment. They're not expected to have much 
knowledge of their own at the start - and we don't really want to hear 
too much about their preconceptions of the issues. They're expected to 
do a lot of research and they've got eight weeks to mull over il. In IELTS 
they've only got an instanl. I guess the only problem is that students 
coming frol11 this background may not realise how much needs to 
happen before they start their drafting. 

5 Conclusions and recommendations 
In this final section, we draw on the results of the two stages of the study to 
suggest ways in which the IELTS Task 2 format might be adapted to resem
ble more closely the requirements of university writing. Optimising the 
'authenticity' of a test is an important objective of any test development 
process (Bachman and Palmer 1996). In the case of the IELTS test. with its 
increasing use as a university selection instrument and its corresponding 
influence on programmes of English for academic purposes, this objective 
seems especially pressing. Any recommendations for enhanced authenticity 
however. need to take account of the special constraints imposed on writing 
in a test situation. For the IELTS Writing test in its existing format. these 
constraints can be outlined as follows: 

I.	 It must be possible to perform the task in the time frame available 
(40 minutes). 

2.	 The task must not make unwarranted assumptions about the 
background knowledge of candidates. 
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3.	 The task must be, as far as possible, a test of candidates' writing skills, 
and should not require to any major extent the use of other skills for its 
completion. 

4.	 The task should elicit a sample of writing that is assessable according to 
the existing criteria used on the test. 

The suggestions which follow arc organised around the categories used in 
the classification scheme. 

5.1 Genre 

The study found that the eSSill' is the pre-eminent written genre of university 
study. It was also found that the standard Task 2 item resembles the essay 
genre more closely than any of the other generic forms identified in the uni
versity corpus, a point also made by a number of academic staffin interview. 
For this reason, the current format of the IELTS Task 2, requiring candi
dates to 'present a written argument or case' in relation to a given topic, 
would appear to be the most suitable. Within this basic format however, a 
number of modifications arc suggested. 

5.2 Information source 

One of the main findings of the study was the dilference in prescribed infor
mation sources in the two domains, with the extensive use of sources required 
in university tasks and a contrasting reliance on !Irior knowledge in the 
IELTS Task :2 format. This was a dillcrence also identified by staff in the 
interviews. 

There are several options which might be considered to deal with this dis
parity. The two discussed here involve what might be termed a strong and 
a weak reading-writing link. In the 'strong link' option, writing tasks could 
be accompanicd by a rangc of reading materials (secondary source), with 
candida tes required to incorporate these materials in their responses. Such an 
approach, which would represent a close simulation of university essay 
tasks, is already used in a number of university entrance tests, including, for 
example, the Faculty of Arts Essay Admission Test used at Monash 
University (sec Appendix 6.3). While the strong link option, in our view, rep
resents an optima I task design, it does not fit well with some of the constraints 
on the IELTS Writing tcst listed above. This format. for example, would 
require more time than the currently prescribed 40 minutes. Furthermore, 
the obligation to include source material in responses would make this as 
much a test of reading as of writing. 

An alternative option would be to draw on the framework used in the pre
1995 version of the IELTS Task 2. In this former version, at least one text in 
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the Reading test was thematically linked to the Writing task and candidates 
were given the Optilll1 of referring to this text in their written response. 
Included in the task rubric was the following instruction to candidatcs: 

YlIlIlIla.!' IISC idcas/i'olll R('adil1g Passage I. IJIII dllllOl copr direCI/.I'(ro/ll il. 

In the light of the study's findings, a return to such a framework would 
seem to be an option worth considering. Inclusion of this kind of 
reading writing link would serve to enhance the test's authenticity and 
would also be compatible with test constraints. In terms of test washback, a 
link between the Reading and Writing componen ts of the test would provide 
a basis in EAP programmes for the teaching of the important academic skills 
associated with citation. 

5.3 Rhetorical function 

The task analysis found a restricted range of rhetorical functions in the 
IELTS corpus, with a disproportionately high number ofllOrtutory tasks and 
a corresponding lack of SlIlI1l11arisutiol1, (,ol11purisol1, cyplu//utillll, rC('OI11I11CI/
dation. (This was a finding supported in the interviews, although not dis
cussed by informants in the same precise terms.) These results, it needs to be 
acknowledged, are only strictly relevant to the sample of IELTS practice 
materials used in the study. As mentioned, official Task 2 items - live or 
retired - were not available to the study and so it is difficult to know the 
extent to which the findings might apply to them. Nevertheless, the study's 
recognition of the need for rhetorical diversity in Task 2 items is a point that 
probably needs to be heeded by test developers. 

It was mentioned earlier that writing in an epistemic mode (e.g. Sll/l111/(/ris
ation, comparison, cxplanatiol1) will normally require more specialised 
knowledge. If such functions arc to be incorporated to a greater extent in 
[ELTS items, it is important that topic areas arc chosen carefully to ensure 
that candidates have sullicient background knowledge to be able to engage 
with the task (constraint 2). One way of dealing with this would be to usc 
tasks which draw on candidates' knowledge of their country of origin. The 
following is an example of a possible cxp!unutory task employing such an 
approach: 

What is the pattern of population shift in your country') From rural to 
urban areas or from urban to rural areas') What arc some of the possible 
reasons for this pattern') 

It should also be pointed out that the inclusion of relevant reading mater
ials (discussed in the previous section) could also serve to provide necessary 
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epistemic con ten!, as well as allowing for the incorporation of the function of 
slll11l11uri.wtio/l in tasks. 

5.4 Object of enquiry 

The task survey found that university tasks were concerned with both phc

I/OI/ICIIiI/ and IIletap!JeI101l1i'lw/ entities. whereas tasks in the IELTS corpus 
were all of a p!Jenol/lc/w/ nature. This was a difference also noted by several 
stall' in interviews. While it is clearly not possible in a testing context to usc a 
given theory (e.g. a particular ethical theory) as the basis for topics. it may be 
possible to rrame tasks so that they at least elicit a more I11ctaphCl10l11Cnll/ 

form of discourse. This could be achieved by incorporating in tasks propos
itions which are attributed either to individual scholars or to a general school 
of thought, as in the following two examples: 

Ballard and Clanchy argue that students preparing to study abroad need 
to do more than develop their English language skills. They also need to 
learn about the academic culture of English-speaking universities. To 
what extent do you agree with this view') 

Some educationists argue that a student's success at school is mainly due 
to the quality orJearning that takes place in the home. To what extent do 
YOU agree with this view') 

While such modifications in wording may appear minor. tasks framed in 
this way would be formally more akin to many set in the university domain. 
We would also argue that 'attributed tasks' like the examples above 
would encourage a more academic style of writing. one that would be more 
focused on the metaphenomenal lexis or 'views'. 'arguments', 'beliefs' and 
the like. 

5.5 Summary of recommendations 

The suggestions made in the foregoing discussion are summarised in the fol
lowing set of specific recommendations: 

I.	 It is recommended that the subject of Task 2 items be thematically 
linked to at least one passage from the Reading test and that candidates 
be given the option of making reference to this reading passage in their 
written response. 

2.	 It is recommended that a minimal number of Task 2 items be framed 
around what we have termed a 'hortatory rhetoric', that is items that 
require candidates to discuss the desirability (or not) of a particular 

social practice. public policy and the like. 
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3.	 Following on from 2, it is recommended that Task 2 items be designed 
to incorporate a diverse range of rhetorical functions. An c1fort should 
be made to include the following functions. either singly or in 
com bination: descrip I iOIl; sUI1lIl/(/risa I ion; ('oil/pur ison; e.ypl(///(/ I iOI/; 
recomll/en(/a I ion. 

4.	 It is recommended that some Task 2 items be framed to include an 
attributed proposition in the task rubric. These propositions could 
either have a generic attribution (e.g. /1/(//11' 1I,ITclIOlogisis argue. sOIl/e 
educalionisls heli('l'c. etc.) or be attributed to a specific scholar. 

5.6 Implications for teaching programmes 

The results of the present study have been used as a basis for assessing the 
authenticity of the IELTS Writing Task :2 format and also for suggesting 
ways in which the test might be modificd to enhance this authcnticity. We 
believe the study also has implications for the design of pre-enrolment EAP 
language programmes which seek to prepare students simultaneously for the 
IELTS test and for university study. In this section we discuss briefly two 
issues: 

I.	 The likely impact of the Task 2 component of the test on teaching 
programmes. 

2.	 How programme designers and teachers might best approach test 
preparation within the broader context of pre-tertiary EAP. 

The issue of a tcst's impact on teaching programmes (or wash back effect) 
is a complex one. Alderson and Wall (1993) suggest that our thinking about 
washback should not be restricted to some 'general' and 'vague, notion of 
influence (either positive or negative). Instead. they argue, we need to refine 
the concept to take account of a variety of possible specific c1fects. including 
intcr alia. effects on: 

I.	 How teachers teach. 

2.	 How learners learn. 

3.	 What teachers teach. 

4.	 What learners learn. 

The results of the present study can shed no light on the way IELTS Task 
2 might impact on matters of teaching methodologies and learning processes 
(i.e. effects I and 2); but they do suggest a likely effcct on curriculum (i.e. 
effects 3 and 4). On this score, we would conclude that the writing curriculum 
implicit in the current Task 2 format is a comparatively narrow one. While 
the test would appear to provide a basis for the teaching of a number of 
important aspects of academic writing (e.g. structuring of paragraphs. 
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writing coherently, arguing a case), there are other important areas which are 
unlikely to receive coverage in test preparation programmes. Perhaps the 
most significant of these are the skills. both linguistic and cognitive, associ
ated with the integrating of other writers' ideas into one's own writing. We 
would also point to the limited rhetorical range intrinsic to the IELTS 
writing curriculum. 

The best way to handle IE LTS preparation within the broader context of 
pre-enrolment EA P language programmes represents a significant challenge 
for teachers and programme designers. In a survey of Australian language 
centres. Deakin (1997) identified a n umber of different models currently in 
use, including: 

1.	 'Integrated' models, where IELTS preparation is incorporated into EAP 
courses. 

2.	 'Separated' models, where IELTS preparation courses and EAP courses 
are run separately. 

3.	 'Exclusive' models. where IELTS preparation courses only are run, with 
no option 01' EAr I'or s[udents. 

Deakin (1997) points out that programme design decisions in language 
centres are motiv,lted by a number of factors, somc of which are adminis
tratively based and somc cducationally. We believe the present research 
can provide some guidance for the dcsign of IELTS/EAP programmes, at 
least in [hose si[uations where decisions can be based primarily on educa
lional imperativcs. The first poin[ to be made is that preparation for the 
IELTS Writing tes[ should not be seen as adequate preparation in itself for 
the li[cracy demands of tertiary study. In this regard, the 'exclusive' model, 
from the allcrna[ives above, should be viewed as the least adequate. Of the 
other op[ions mentioned, the study's findings probably lend greater 
support [0 [hc 'scpara[ed' model. As we have suggested, the IELTS Task 2 
prescribes a form 01' wri[ing which is distinct from that required in the 
acadcmy, one which is arguably more akin to certain public non-academic 
gcnrcs, c.g. thc lcttcr [0 the editor. For [his reason, the more prudent option 
would appcar [0 be [0 run [wo separate programmes. While 'integration' 
of IELTS and universi[y prepara[ion may be a worthwhile objective, 
withou[ systematic allen[ion given to the distinctions discussed above, such 
programmes run [he risk of presen[ing s[udents with a confusing model of 
university writing. 

5.7 Further research 

This rcpor[ concludes with some suggestions for further research. These can 
be divided into areas; those related specifically to the IELTS Writing test and 
those concerned with broader issues of writing research. In the first area, this 
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study has only considered the Task 2 format of the IELTS Writing test: 
clearly there is an equally pressing need to investigate the authenticity of the 
Task I format with respect to university writing requirements. The method
ology used in the present study, in our view. would also be suitable for any 
study of this other component of the test. An additional objective in a survey 
of Task I items could be to investigate how it tits with the Task 2 format and 
also the extent to which it might fill some of the rhetorical and linguistic gaps 
identified in the present study. 

The present study has discussed the advantages and also shortcomings of 
each of the sources of data used. i.e. the tasks themselves and staff percep
tions of tasks. An additional source of data which might be drawn on in 
further authenticity studies is the actual written texts (particularly exemplary 
texts) produced in response to university and test tasks. This data would lend 
itself to more conventional 'discourse analysis' procedures and, as Hale et al 
(1996) suggest, would enable one to obtain 'an even more concrete picture' of 
the nature of writing in the university and testing domains. 

In the broader area of writing research, the present study has made some 
contribution to that field of discourse analysis concerned with the 
classification and analysis of writing tasks. One limitation however, of the 
taxonomic procedures used is that our dimensions of difference were all con
sidered independently of each other. Clearly there is a nced to investigate in 
what ways these dimensions might relate to each other systematically; and 
in particular, to find out the extent to which categories of genre can be und
erstood in terms of specific configurations of the other dimensions used: 
in«mnation sources; rhetorical/unctions; ohjeet.\' or enquiry. A bettcr under
standing of the nature of academic genres. as this study suggests. will have 
obvious benefits for the field of language testing- to improve the way in 
which students are selected for university study. But it is likely to have even 
greater benefits for the field of language teaching - to help students to be 
better prepared for their studies. 
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Notes 
A modified version of this paper has been published as follows: Moore, T and 
Morton. J (200S) Dimensions of difference: Academic writing and IELTS 
writing. Journa/ of Eng/ish/iir Aml!emic Purposes 4 (I), 43-66. 

2	 Note that data was not collected for such variables as /englh uj'proc!ucI and 
limc I///m\'cl! (1/7 lask. This was because the differences between IELTS and 
university tasks with respect to these variables were thought to be self
evident. A very cursory analysis of the data showed that university tasks were 
considerably longer and also that extended time was allowed for their 
completion. 

3	 A similar distinction is found in Halliday's (19RS) modal categories of 
'propositions' (which are concerned with the functions of asserting and 
denying) and 'proposals' (concerned with prescribing and proscribing). 

4	 Our category of 'recommendation' resembles in some respects the rhetorical 
pattern of 'problem-solution' analysed at length by Hoey (l9R3). In our study 
however. we sought to draw a distinction between tasks (or sub-tasks) which 
require students to describe an existing solution (epistemic-description) and 
those which require students to propose their own solution (deontic
recommendation). 

:;	 This distinction corresponds roughly to Lyons' (1977) semantic categories
'first-order. second-order and third-order entities'. Under Lyons' schema. 
Ilrst-order entities refer to entities which exist in both time and space, i.e. 
physical objects or beings. Second-order entities also exist in time, but rather 
than n"iSI in space they are said to lake p/acc or occur within it; they refer to 
such entities as events. processes, situations, activities, practices. etc. Third
order entities, on the other hand, arc said to be unobservable and have no 
sp<ltio-temporallocation; they refer to abstract entities such as propositions, 
facts. etc. The classification scheme used in the study has eonllated the first 
and second-order categories into the single phcno/llena/ category. This was for 
the sake of simplicity, but also because the two-way 
ph('flOIllClla-II!Clap/ICIiO/llCl1a/ distinction appears to be the more significant. 
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Sources of IELTS Task 2 items used in the study 

1.	 IELTS (1996) The fEL TS Ham/hook, Cambridge: UCLES. 

2.	 IELTS (1995) fELTS Spccimcn Matcria/s, Cambridge: UCLES. 

3.	 Evan Bemmel and J Tucker (1996) fELTS to Succcss: Prcparatio/1 TIII.I 

and Practice Tcsts, Brisbane: Jacaranda Wiley. 

4. G	 Deakin (cd) (1996) Practicc Testsfilr fEL n,' (2nd edition), 
Hawthorn: LTS. 

5.	 R De Witt (1995) H()1l' to Preparefilr f EL T,', (2nd edition), London: 
British Council. 

6.	 V Jakeman and C MacDowell (1996) Caflfhridgc Practicc Tesl.ljilr 

fELTS, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

7.	 V Todd and P Cameron (1996) Prcpil/·etil/· fEL TS': A cade/!lic /!Iodl//es, 

Sydney: Inseareh Language Centre. 

8.	 Unpublished IELTS practice materials used at one Melbourne English 
language centre. 

Sample IELTS Task 2 items used in the study 

All sample items used the following template taken from ollieial versions of 
the test. 

The topic components of items arc listed below. 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Present a written argument or case to an educated non-specialist audience 
on the following topic: 

TOPIC 

You should write at least 250 words. 

You should use your own ideas, knowledge and experience and support 
your arguments with examples and relevant evidence. 
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Topics 

1.	 It is inevitable that as technology develops so traditional cultures must 
be lost. Technology and tradition are incompatible - you cannot have 
both together. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this 
statement'? Givc reasons for your answer. (Source I) 

..,	 The first car appeared on British roads in 1888. By the year 2000 there 
may be as many as 29 million vehicles on British roads. Should 
alternative forms of transport be encouraged and international laws be 
introduced to control car ownership and usc'? (Source 2) 

3.	 In some countries the average worker is obliged to retire at the age of 
50, while in others people can work until they are 65 or 70. Meanwhile 
we see some politicians enjoying power well into their nineties. Clearly 
there is little agreement on an appropriate retirement age. Until what 
age do you think people should be encouraged to remain in paid 
employment. Give reasons for your answer. (Source 3) 

4.	 Telecommuting refers to workers doing their jobs from home for part 
of each week and communicating with their office using computer 
technology. Telecommuting is growing in many countries and is 
expected to bc common for most oftke workers in the coming decades. 
How do you think society will be affected by the growth of 
telecommuting') (Source 3) 

5.	 The idea of going overseas for university study is an exciting prospect 
for many people. But while it may offer some advantages, it is 
probably better to stay at home because of the diftlculties a student 
inevitably encounters living and studying in a different culture. To 
what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement'? Give reasons 
for your answer. (Source 3) 

6.	 Fathers are just as capable as mothers of taking care of children, so 
men should share parenting work more equally with women. (Source 4) 

7.	 Technology can bring many benefits, but it can also cause social and 
environmental problems. In relation to new technology, the primary 
duty of governments should be to focus on potential problems, rather 
than benel1ts. (Source 4) 

8.	 The most advanced medical treatment tends to be expensive. However, 
people's access to good health care should not depend on social factors 
such as their level of income or social status. (Source 4) 

9.	 Higher mammals such as monkeys have rights and should not be used 
in laboratory experiments. (Source 5) 

10.	 More and more young people are studying and working overseas and 
this will help to bring about greater international co-operation in the 
future. (Source 5) 
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II,	 As most postgraduate research today is funded by industry. then 
student grants should also come from the same source. (Source 5) 

12.	 News editors decide what to broadcast on television 'llld what to print 
in newspapers. What factors do you think influence these decisions? 
Do we become used to bad news') Would it be better if more good 
news was reported? (Source 6) 

13.	 The idea of having a single career is becoming an old fashioned one. 
The new fashion will be to have several careers or ways of earning 
money and further education will be something that continues 
throughout life. (Source 6) 

14.	 Should wealthy nations be required to share their wealth among 
poorer nations by providing such things as food and education, Or is it 
the responsibility of the governments of poorer nations to look after 
themselves') (Source 6) 

15.	 A number of different medical traditions are now widely known and 
used: Western medicine (using drugs and surgery) herbal medicine. 
acupuncture (using needles at certain points of the body) 
homoeopathy (using minute doses of poisons) and so on. 

How important is the patient's mental attitude toward his/her 
treatment in determining the effectiveness of the treatment? (Source 7) 

16.	 A government's role is only to provide defence ca pability and urban 
infrastructure (roads. water. supplies etc.) All other services 
(education. health and social security) should be provided by private 
groups or individuals in the community. (Source 7) 

17.	 Are computers an essential feature of modern education') What 
subjects can be better taught using computers? Are there aspects of a 
good education that cannot be taught using computers? (Source 7) 

18.	 Should capital punishment (the death penalty) be used as a way of 
reducing violence in society? (Source 8) 

19.	 Television nowadays features many programs of a violent nature, For 
this reason it is necessary for parents to impose strict controls on their 
children's viewing habits. (Source 8) 

20.	 The world's expanding population is increasingly seen as a 
problem. What are the most effective ways of reducing population 
growth? (Source 8) 
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Interview schedule 

The following questions will form the basis of the interview. 

Section 1 

The questions in this section refer to the assignment task(s) you provided: 

1.	 You've called one of your written assignments an essar/rcporf/rcviclt, 

etc. What do you think are the key characteristics of this type of 
assignment? 

')	 What in your judgement would distinguish an outstanding from an 
ordinary student response to this assignment? 

3.	 What sources of information would you expect students to use in 
preparing this assignment'l What types of references, how many etc.? 

4.	 The following categories represent some of the 'rhetorical demands' that 
might be included in a university writing task. 

(a)	 Which of these categories, if any, would you say best characterise 
the assignment(s) you have provided? 

(b)	 Are there any additional categories (not listed here) that 
you would usc to characterise the assignment(s) you have 
provided? 

i) £'yp/i1I/i1forr/iJClIS  the writer is required to give an account 
of the causes/reasons for a given entity or phenomenon. 

ii) Prohfelll-so!lItionjilclis  the writer is required to discuss a 
problem and to suggest possible ways of dealing with the 
problem. 

iii) De.lcriptil'ejilclIs  the writer is required to indicate the 
distinguishing characteristics of a given entity!phenomenon. 

iv) COllljlil/"{/fil'Cjilclis - the writer is required to identify the 
similarities and/or ditlcrences between two or more 
enti ties!phenomena. 

v) llor!i1toryjilclIs the writer is required to make a judgement 
about whether a course of action should or should not be 
pursued. 
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vi)	 Evaluativejcicus - the writer is required to indicate the value 
of a given entity/phenomenon with respect to its userulness. 
relevance, rightness etc. 

vii)	 Predictivej(icus- the writer is required to speculate about 
what might happen to a given entity/phenomenon at some 
point in the future. 

viii) Sumllwryj(icus - the writer is required to give an account or 
what an author has said about a given entity or phenomenon. 

ix) fnstructionaljiicus the writer is required to outline a 
procedure to be rollowed. 

Section 2 

Questions in this section concern comparisons between thc assignmcnt tasks 
you provided and the attached sample IELTS tasks. (Appendix 6.1) 

5.	 What do you see as the main similarities and/or differences between the 
assignment tasks you provided and the sample 1ELTS tasks') 

6.	 On the evidence of these IELTS tasks, to what extent do you think 
training for the IELTS Writing test would be userul preparation 1'01' the 
writing demands of your subject? Explain. 
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MONASH UNIVERSITY
 
FACULTY OF ARTS ESSAY ADMISSION TEST (FAEAT)
 

General Instructions 

For this test you must write an essay on ON E of the following topics 
below: 

Time allowed: -' hours 

Length: Approximately 700 words 

Attached is a set of extracts from books and newspapers6 which deal with 
various questions concerning refugees, Using this material as fully as you 
can, you are required to write on ONE of these topics: 

Topic I: 
Whul is u 're/ilgcc':) 1.1' Ihc lradilio/lul dc/inilio/1 o/u I'c/ugcc slill./i"uil/ill in 

u !l'Orld \I'hicll o/ic/1 discrimilwlcs hCI\l'ccn cconoll1ic and polilical 

rc/ilgcc,I:) Do .\'011 Ihillk il is possihlc 10 dcfinc u rc/ugee ill sl/eh {/ H'UY Ihul {/ 

IIII/I/(/IIC ulld COllsislclI1 illierlwliollul jJolicy could hc dc]'clollcd/(Ir dculing 

!"ilh Ihc H'orld's rc/ilgces." 

Topic :2 
I.ocschcr ulld S'cullio/l ohscrl'c ill Ihcir hook Culculalcd Kindncss (scc 

C,Ylraels) Ihul ill r('('c/1llill1cs Ihe lIlIilcd Slulcs (u/1d oilIer ('oul1/rics) hu]'c 

InXII/1 '10 1;11I;llhc 011J!orIU/1ilicsjilf fc/ilgCC migralion', Wlw//ilclol's cun 

.\'011 sllggC,I'l/(lr Ihis cl/(/lIgc o/UJ!IIri!uch:) Whal UI'C likcly 10 hc SOIl1C o(lhc 

C/kCI,I' o/resl riel cd rc/i Igee jJolic ics Oil Ihc I'i/fiOl!S I)(/rl ics in voll'cll." 

In assessing your essay the examiners will take into account the following: 

I,	 the success with which you select and focus on the arguments and 
evidence in the reading matter most relevant to your answer; 

,	 the success with which you integrate your reading into the 
development of your own ideas, Use your own words rather than 
those in the readings, unless for some reason you especially want to 
quote them, 

('Extracts not included herc, 
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3.	 the fluency with which you develop your argument and sustain it
 
with evidence.
 

4.	 the organisation of the writing. especially the success with which you 
use paragraphs to keep the lines of your argument dear. 

5.	 the clarity and accuracy of your English (grammar. word choice and 
so on). 

A dictionary will be supplied. 

CD Language and Learning Unit. Monash University 
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Methodology I'l'lIluation oj'Chapter 6 

Methodology evaluation of Chapter 6 
The methodology used in this chapter reflccts the ways in which the research 
methodology of many current doctoral and research studies are designed viz: 
a complementary approach in which a survey is followed by in-depth inter
views. Such an approach provides two perspectives to a study. making the 
overall study richer in its t1ndings. 

The methods used in this chapter follow this broad and currently popular 
approach but differ in the greater emphasis given to the first research instru
ment - the survey. Most current studies use the first instrument to establish a 
wide perspective for the research questions. The second instrument - the 
interviews - is usually used to provide deeper descriptions and insights. ones 
that the survey is not always able to reveal. 

In this chapter. however. the methodological emphases are reversed but 
this stralegy is undoubtedly appropriate. The survey provides the major part 
of the study because it is a detailed. comparative study of IELTS Writing 
tasks and the writing tasks used in universities. [n this instance the interviews 
serve a complementary and confirmatory role. It is also appropriate for the 
survey to be given greater weight because it describes the development of a 
new research tool. a taxonomy of tasks. 

The development of the taxonomy provides an excellent example for 
researchers of the ways to approach the development of a research instru
ment when it is not always possible. or appropriate. to use an existing 
research inslrument. The authors detail the sources which exist: Systemic 
functional Linguistics: Rhetorical Slructure Theory: and Genre Analysis. 
However. in an exemplary approach to their research, they do not rely on 
anyone of these instruments alone. Instead, as the authors state: 

... it was thought sensible not to begin with any a priori set oftheoreti
cal categories. but to draw initially on the data to establish "broad 
dimensions of difference' (Hale ct al 1996) a nd then to refer to relevant 
theoretical frameworks later to refine the classification scheme. 

This is an approach which commends itself to all researchers into writing and 
writing tasks. 

Thus the research methodology used in the chapter provides two examples 
of approaches to research: 

I. The use of complementary research approaches - the survey and the 
interview. 

.., The developmcnt of a purpose-built taxonomic research instrument. 
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